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Abstract. We propose a novel method for speckle
reduction for optical coherence tomography based on an-
gular compounding by B-scan Doppler-shift encoding
�AngularCBD�. By decentering the probe beam from the
pivot of a scanning mirror, the illumination angle repre-
sented by different components of the beam can be en-
coded in Doppler shift. Compounding multiple images
reconstructed from different Doppler-shift bands, we can
suppress speckle without sacrificing image acquisition
speed. Speckle reduction with AngularCBD is demon-
strated by imaging a phantom and tissue sample in vitro
and in vivo. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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In optical coherence tomography �OCT� imaging, speckle
arises from multiple scattering in the sample and degrades the
visibility of fine structures in images. However, speckle is
also the carrier of the information of tissue structure. Many
efforts have been made to reduce speckle in OCT. In general,
noise can be suppressed by averaging if successive acquisi-
tions contain the same signal but uncorrelated noise. Speckle
can be suppressed in this way by using frequency compound-
ing, polarization compounding, or angular compounding.1–5

Speckle reduction by angular compounding has been realized
by multiple methods that involve acquiring multiple images
with slightly different beam incidence angles.2,6,7 This has re-
quired sacrificing imaging speed or use of bulky optical
components.4,6–9 Angular compounding by path-length encod-
ing �ACPE� can suppress speckle without reducing imaging
speed.2 However, ACPE requires a long imaging range in or-
der to separate the images from different angles. Thus, it is
difficult to achieve this with spectral-domain OCT �SDOCT�.
Also, the necessary delay element introduces extra dispersion,
which could be a problem using ultrahigh-resolution OCT.
Here, we introduce a novel and simple method to suppress
speckle, angular compounding by B-scan Doppler-shift en-
coding �AngularCBD�.

A schematic of AngularCBD is shown in Fig. 1�a�, which

represents a typical sample arm used in a bench-top OCT. The
collimated beam in the sample arm is aligned offset from the
pivot of the scanning mirror, so that a Doppler shift is intro-
duced during the course of a B-scan. This principle has been
previously proposed for generating a carrier signal for enface
time-domain OCT imaging10 and has more recently been used
to resolve the complex-conjugate ambiguity in SDOCT.11–13

Because the sample beam is incident on a range of positions
on the scanning mirror before the objective lens, different
incidence angles are encoded by different Doppler shifts. It
has been shown that the Doppler shift is linearly proportional
to the offset from the pivot of the scanning mirror.11

To illustrate the concept, an experiment was conducted by
physically blocking halves of the beam alternatively. The cor-
responding Doppler shifts are shown in Fig. 1�b�. A phantom
made by mixing 2% intralipid and agarose gel was imaged
with SDOCT at 1300 nm. The axial resolution of the system
was 14 �m in air. The beam in the sample arm, with a beam
diameter of �6 mm, was focused by an achromatic lens with
a focal length of 35 mm to a spot of 10 �m diam. With a
power at the sample of 10 mW, the sensitivity was measured
to be 110 dB with −6 dB decay at 2 mm. The center of the
beam was offset from the pivot by 4.2 mm, which introduce a
Doppler shift of �8 kHz during a B-scan. All images were
acquired at 40k A-scans/s. Each frame consists of 1000
A-scans across 2.5 mm on the sample, resulting in a trans-
verse imaging pitch of 2.5 �m. Half-beams 1 and 2 were
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Fig. 1 �a� Schematic of the scanner used for AngularCBD and angle
encoded Doppler shift spectrum by physically blocking part of the
beam. �b� Measured angle encoded Doppler shift spectrums at
1300 nm, which are illustrated in �a�. The spectrum was measured
with a uniform phantom described in the context.
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blocked alternately as illustrated in Fig. 1�a�. The Doppler-
shift acquired over the course of a B-scan was calculated by
Fourier transform of the data at one pixel of the photodiode
array. With half-beam 1 blocked, only the signal from path
2-2 was acquired and the observed Doppler shift was concen-
trated in the higher frequency range, as shown in Figs. 1�a�
and 1�b�. Similarly, the observed Doppler shift was in the
lower frequency range when half-beam 2 was blocked. The
gap between the 1-1 and 2-2 represents the Doppler shift from
beams 1-2 and 2-1, which was lost by blocking the half-beam.

The angle-encoded Doppler shift can be used to recon-
struct multiple OCT images representing different
illumination/collection angles. We used a moving window to
bandpass filter the B-scan Doppler shift spectrum. Separated
images were achieved by reconstructing OCT images from
the filtered Doppler shift bands, which were then summed to
form the final image. Because the separated images are angle
dependent, they contain different speckle patterns. Therefore,
speckle reduction can be expected by image compounding.
The same phantom employed in Fig. 1 was also used to quan-
tify the speckle contrast after speckle reduction. A moving
Tukey window was used to filter the B-scan Doppler shift
spectrum as shown in Fig. 1�b� without beam blocking. Figure
2�a� shows the five filtered B-scan Doppler shift subbands
with the moving window. Figure 2�b� plots images recon-
structed from subbands 1, 2, 3, and 4. To quantify the corre-
lation of the speckle patterns between different subband im-
ages, the cross-correlation coefficients were calculated
following a previously described method,3 where the expo-
nential decay with depth was first corrected and then an area
of about 200�200 �m2 was selected for calculation. The
cross-correlation between the neighbor images in Fig. 2�b� is
�0.1. This confirms that each image predominantly repre-
sents independent speckle patterns resulting from different
illumination/collection angles. Therefore, speckle reduction
can be expected after compounding the five images. For com-
parison, the original image and the image after speckle reduc-
tion are shown in Fig. 3. The speckle contrast C is defined as
the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the pixel
values in the selected region. The speckle contrast of Fig. 3�a�
is 0.57, which is very close to the theoretical value of 0.52 for
fully developed speckle.3 After image compounding, the
speckle contrast is 0.31 measured from the same region. Thus,

speckle contrast has been reduced by a factor of 1.84. A re-
duction factor of 2.2 is expected for five independent angle-
related images.3 The difference can be attributed to nonuni-
form light power distribution between the five filtered
subbands and residual overlap between the subbands. Signifi-
cant reduction of variation caused by speckle along single
A-scan is shown in Figs. 3�d� and 3�e� as well as shown in the
images of Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

Although significant speckle reduction is achieved, imple-
mentation of AngularCBD requires a compromise between
speckle reduction and lateral resolutionBecause only part of
the beam is used for each subimage, the effective imaging
N.A is reduced by the bandpass filter. To measure the trans-
verse resolution reduction factor, a USAF target with multiple
parallel bars covered by a phantom with a thickness of
600 �m was imaged, and the slope of the edges of the bars
across a B-scan was measured. The lateral resolution was
found to be reduced by a factor of �1.84. A simple blurring
function can also be expected to reduce speckle contract.

Fig. 2 �a� Five B-scan Doppler shift subbands filtered with a moving Tukey window with a width of 150 points. �b� The corresponding images of
subbands 1 2 3 and 4 �50�50 �m2�. The image pixel values have been normalized for display and are shown in logarithmic scale.

Fig. 3 �a� A segment of the original image without speckle reduction,
�b� the image after AngularCBD speckle reduction, and �c� a image
after a 7-A-scan rolling average. �d–f� Single A-scans of the entire
depth of phantom images. Images are shown in logarithmic scale.
Scale bar: 50 �m.
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Therefore, in order to demonstrate that the AngularCBD
method is not simply equivalent to a lateral blur, a rolling
average of seven neighboring A-scans was computed on the
original image, and the result is shown in Fig. 3�c�. As a
result, the lateral resolution was reduced by a factor of �1.72,
closely matching the resolution reduction resulting from the
AngularCBD processing. The speckle contrast was reduced
by the blur to 0.49, which represents a factor of 1.16 reduc-
tion, much less than the reduction factor achieved by Angu-
larCBD.

We demonstrated the technique by imaging biological tis-
sue samples in vivo and in vitro. Speckle reduction is apparent
and fine structures are visualized with better contrast after
AngularCBD, as shown in Fig. 4�b� compared to the original
image �Fig. 4�a�� by imaging a living quail embryo in vivo.
Figures 4�c� and 4�d� show images of a porcine esophagus in
vitro before and after AngularCBD. The layered structures are
better defined after AngularCBD.

Further speckle reduction is possible by choosing a smaller
filtering window to increase the number of angle-related sub-
band images. However, the lateral resolution will be de-
creased further. Just increasing the number of subband images
with a fixed width window does not improve the speckle re-
duction further due to increased subband overlap. The Angu-
larCBD method is very flexible because all processing is car-
ried out after image acquisition. The width and the number of
the windows can be chosen based on the sample and desired
speckle reduction factor. As other B-scan Doppler methods,
transverse sampling must be sufficient to sample the full
speckle pattern.

In practical implementation, the method is straightforward
to optimize. In order for the entirety of the B-scan Doppler
spectrum to be shifted to one side of dc, the entirety of the
beam should be offset to one side of the mirror pivot. It will
be good to choose a larger beam to compensate the loss of the
lateral resolution after ABCD.

If there is flow or motion in the tissue being imaged, an
additional Doppler shift will be imposed on the sample beam,

which will upshift or downshift the B-scan Doppler frequency
at that location. Thus, the flow signal will be translated to
different locations in the B-scan Doppler spectrum. This ef-
fect has been used for Doppler OCT flow imaging,12 but
should not affect the AngularCBD method as long as the
range of the B-scan Doppler spectrum analyzed encompasses
the shifted signal components. Therefore, AngularCBD can be
used simultaneously with deconjugation of the mirror images
in SDOCT and flow tracking.11–14

In conclusion, we have introduced a novel method, Angu-
larCBD, to reduce speckle in OCT images. We demonstrated
speckle reduction by a factor of 1.84 by incoherently adding
five Doppler-shift angle-encoded images. AngularCBD is
compatible with most typical OCT scanners making use of
tilting mirrors. Important features of AngularCBD are that it
does not interfere with the frame rate nor introduce any opti-
cal nor mechanical components nor extra dispersion. The only
needed modification to a conventional scanner is to decenter
the beam from the pivot of the scanning mirror, which is
typically readily realizable.
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Fig. 4 In vivo image of quail embryo �a� before and �b� after Angu-
larCBD. In vitro porcine esophagus �c� before and �d� after Angu-
larCBD. Contrast of fine structures and layers are clearly enhanced
after speckle reduction. Images are shown in logarithmic scale. Scale
bar: 1 mm.
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